Large eukaryotic genomes are littered with the remains of past invaders. Gene retrocopies, which are generated from reverse transcription of mRNA from source genes, have previously been described in mammals and fruit flies \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Surprisingly, a number of these intronless gene retrocopies are functional, implicating gene retrotransposition as a possible mechanism of evolution. Two recently published studies have revealed gene retrocopies hiding within the genomes of humans, chimpanzees and mice \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. In this issue of *Genome Biology*, Adam Ewing and colleagues describe how they analyzed the patterns of paired-end read mapping data from whole-genome sequences to identify gene retrocopies present in one or more individuals, but absent from the reference genome \[[@B4]\]. They refer to these as gene retrocopy insertion polymorphisms, or GRIPs.

Although GRIPs may have deleterious effects, they may also play an important role in adaptive evolution. Unlike a new gene that evolves from the duplication of a DNA segment, a GRIP is generally inserted at a locus distant from its source gene, where it may be placed under the control of new regulatory elements \[[@B5]\]. In turn, this may allow expression of the gene retrocopy in new cell types or in response to new stimuli. Thus, the inserted retrocopy may evolve a completely new gene function. Alternatively, it may be possible for a GRIP to help buffer against loss of a source gene, essentially storing a gene copy in reserve for when it may be required. It is also possible that a GRIP may amplify gene dosage. That said, as GRIPs appear to be distributed relatively randomly throughout vertebrate genomes, the expectation is that many are located in repressive chromatin environments, and thus their expression is silenced \[[@B4]\].

Grappling with GRIP maps
========================

How many GRIPs are there in vertebrate genomes? To address this question, Ewing and colleagues developed GRIPper, a software tool that detects gene retrocopy insertions by finding distinct discordant mapping patterns from paired-end sequence data. GRIPper identifies clusters of mapped reads for which corresponding mate pairs are mapped discordantly to the exons of a source gene; this strategy is similar to that used previously to find non-reference retroelement insertions in human and mouse genomes \[[@B6],[@B7]\]. To add further confidence to their calls, the authors carried out a local de novo assembly around candidate breakpoints at GRIP insertions. Using whole-genome sequencing data from a subset of individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project, 10 chimpanzee genomes from the PanMap project and 17 mouse genomes from the Mouse Genomes Project, GRIPper was used to catalog a collection of 48 distinct GRIPs in humans, 19 GRIPs in chimpanzees and 755 GRIPs in mice.

The 48 gene retrocopies found in humans were identified in subsets of 1,024 individuals, indicating that these events are polymorphic. As expected for a heritable genomic polymorphism, a number of the GRIPs are restricted to individuals from defined geographical areas. The authors estimate a rate of 1 novel heritable GRIP per 5,177 individuals, which is comparable to the rate of 1 novel heritable GRIP in 6,804 individuals in the chimpanzee. In the mouse, where the 17 genomes analyzed by GRIPper span approximately 2 million years of evolution, between 100 and 200 GRIPs were found in the wild-derived inbred strains, which are most divergent from the reference, while on average only 56 were found in the genomes of the common laboratory strains, which are largely *Mus musculus domesticus-*derived. The sharing of GRIPs largely recapitulated the ancestral origins of these mice.

To determine whether gene retrocopy insertions also occur in the soma, Ewing and colleagues examined data from six cancer types from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Intriguingly, by comparing tumor samples with their matched normal samples, evidence of somatic gene retrocopy insertions for three genes was revealed.

Functional consequences of GRIP
===============================

What are the functional characteristics of GRIP source genes? Predictably, the genes that are the source of pseudogenes, gene copies already present in the reference genome that have lost their protein-coding capacity or are otherwise no longer expressed in the cell, overlap with those for new GRIPs.

In particular, highly and widely expressed genes with ribosomal functions, genes involved in metabolic processes, signal transduction genes and transcriptional regulators are enriched as source genes for GRIPs. This may suggest that gene expression levels or possibly transcript stability may influence the likelihood that extra copies of a gene are inserted into the genome as a GRIP.

Importantly, several of the source genes of GRIPs found in the human genomes analyzed are known to have multiple copies elsewhere in the reference genome. For example, *POLR2C*, *HSPE1*and *SNRPC*(encoding an RNA polymerase II component, a heat shock protein and a component of the U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle, respectively) are GRIPs in persons of African descent, and *COX7C*(a cytochrome *c*oxidase gene), *NACC1*(a transcription factor gene) and three ribosomal genes, *RPL22*, *RPS2*and *RPL37A*, are GRIPs in persons of Chinese/Japanese descent. Intriguingly, RNA interference knockdown experiments have revealed potential roles for several of these genes, namely *POLR2C*, *HSPE1*and *SNRPC*, in cell viability, and for *NACC1*in the cell cycle \[[@B8]\]. *RPS2*and *RPL37A*knockdown experiments have also revealed important roles for these genes in fundamental biological processes. For example, knockdown of *RPL37A*has been linked to nucleolar pre-40S maturation defects, 60S biogenesis defects and decreased viability \[[@B8]\]. Thus, the source genes for GRIPs also appear to be enriched for essential genes.

In cancers, several genes were found to be retrotransposed insertions, including *MYH11*, encoding a major contractile protein, and *GAS5*, encoding a regulator of growth arrest. The high similarity of retrotransposed elements to their source genes may provide a mechanism for amplification of oncogene dosage. Indeed, *MYH11*fusions with the gene *CBFB*(core binding factor B) are found in acute myeloid leukemia (AML), where they are particularly associated with a distinct clinical subclass of the disease called M4Eo \[[@B9]\]. In addition to dysregulation of *CBFB*, which is known to be a key aspect of M4Eo, dysregulation of *MYH11*may also contribute to M4Eo leukemogenesis. One possible mechanism for this is the association between myosin heavy chain 11 (MYH11) and histone deacetylase complex subunit Sin3a (mSin3A), a subunit of the corepressor complex, and with histone deacetylases, an event that has been linked to the repression of runt-related transcription factor 1 (RUNX1)-mediated gene regulation \[[@B9]\]. Dysfunction of *MYH11*has also been linked to other types of cancer, including prostate cancer. Since *GAS5*, which is a non-coding RNA gene, is critical for the normal growth arrest of both leukemic and untransformed human T lymphocytes, it also has potential as a cancer driver gene \[[@B10]\]. Since *GAS5*is important for the inhibitory effects of the chemotherapeutic rapamycin, somatic alterations of this gene might have important implications for therapy. Thus, somatic retrocopy insertions may represent an important yet underappreciated contributor to cancer evolution.

Future directions
=================

With the help of GRIPper and the catalog of variants described in this study, we can begin to examine how evolution of humans and other species has been affected by gene retrotransposition, and to what extent GRIPs contribute to adaptive evolution. Now that it is possible to catalog somatic retrocopy insertions in cancer samples, functional studies to determine the contribution of these mutations to tumorigenesis may also be performed. Looking ahead, it is clear that software such as GRIPer should be included in the toolkit used by analysts to catalog structural variation in eukaryotes.

Abbreviation
============

GRIP: gene retrocopy insertion polymorphism.
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